Abstract-In this paper, the problem of identification of timevarying systems is investigated in the framework of worst-case identification and information-based complexity. Measures of intrinsic errors, termed persistent identification errors, in such identification problems are introduced. For a selected model space of dimension n (finite impulse response models) and an observation window of length m, the persistent identification measures provide the worst-case posterior identification errors over all possible starting times of the observation windows when the input and identification algorithms are optimized. For linear time-invariant (LTI) plants with unmodeled dynamics belonging to certain types of prior unstructured uncertainty sets, upper and lower bounds of the persistent identification measures are explicitly computed. It is shown that when prior unmodeled dynamics are balls in the l 1 space, the lower and upper bounds coincide. In this case, any full-rank periodic probing signals are optimal, and the standard least-squares estimation is in fact an optimal identification algorithm.
Persistent Identification of Time-Varying Systems I. INTRODUCTION I N THIS paper, the problem of identification of time-varying systems is investigated in the framework of worst-case identification and information-based complexity (IBC). The problems pursued here are strongly motivated by adaptive control of time-varying systems in which plants are time varying and identification must be carried out on-line in a closed-loop configuration. To develop a comprehensive theory of adaptation, it is imperative that a better understanding of identification of time-varying systems be acquired first.
In this paper, we will concentrate on the following issues: 1) suppose that probing inputs and identification algorithms can be arbitrarily and optimally selected. Then how accurate can one identify a time-varying system? 2) what are the optimal probing inputs ? 3) can optimal inputs be realized, at least approximately, in a closed-loop setting?
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Identification of linear time-varying (LTV) systems differs significantly from that of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems. To model the behavior of a time-varying system at a frozen-time moment, only a small window of input-output observations near that time can be used. As a result, a single probing input must provide sufficient probing capability over all possible observation windows. In other words, identification must be persistent in terms of the starting time of identification experiments. This is in stark contrast to the identification of LTI systems where assuming a fixed starting time for identification experiments is reasonable and optimal probing inputs, identification algorithms, and identification properties can be developed accordingly.
This key observation leads to the problem of persistent identification of time-varying systems investigated in this paper. Following the basic concepts introduced in [44] , we define certain measures of intrinsic errors, termed persistent identification errors, in such problems. For a selected model space of dimension (finite impulse response models) and an observation window of length , the persistent identification measures provide the worst-case posterior identification errors over all possible starting times of the observation windows when the input and identification algorithms are optimized.
As a limiting case of LTV systems, persistent identification of LTI systems is first investigated. For LTI plants with unmodeled dynamics belonging to certain types of prior unstructured uncertainty sets, upper and lower bounds of the persistent identification measures are explicitly computed. It is shown that when prior unmodeled dynamics are actually balls in the space, the lower and upper bounds coincide. In this case, any full-rank -periodic probing signals are optimal, and the standard least-squares estimation is in fact an optimal identification algorithm.
One conclusion which can be drawn from the results is that the unmodeled dynamics of an LTI plant will result in an irreducible persistent identification error on the modeled part even in the case of noise-free identification experiments. This finding highlights a major departure from the identification problems of LTI systems with a fixed starting time for identification experiments. In the latter case, it was shown in [44] that the modeled part can be exactly identified, and an optimal input is the impulse signal when noise-free output observations are performed.
Motivated by closed-loop identification problems, the concept of nearly periodic signals is introduced. The class of nearly periodic signals defines a neighborhood of periodic signals. It is shown that nearly periodic signals are asymptotically optimal probing signals for persistent identification problems. The significance and utility of nearly periodic signals are 0018-9286/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE exemplified in [39] where it is shown that 1) the output of a slowly time-varying system with a periodic input is nearly periodic, and 2) the mapping from to is a slowly timevarying system whenever both and are slowly varying. This will be the case when the plant is slowly varying and the adaptation technique developed in the double algebra framework [45] is employed to design controllers. It was shown in [39] that this class of probing signals led to a successful adaptive stabilization procedure for slowly timevarying systems.
The paper continues to study the problem of persistent identification of slowly time-varying systems. It is shown that the persistent identification measures are in fact continuous functions of the plant variation rates. Furthermore, periodic signals are asymptotically optimal in the sense that they achieve identification errors which approach the optimal persistent identification errors for LTI systems when the variation rates of the plants become small. This result verifies that the persistent identification measures are indeed benchmark values for the identification of time-varying systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Basic notation and mathematics preliminaries are defined in Section II. The concept and intrinsic measures of persistent identification errors are first introduced for LTI systems in Section III. While persistent identification is mainly motivated by identification problems of time-varying systems, the fundamental issues involved in such problems persist in the limiting case of LTI systems. Resolving these issues for LTI systems will provide a clarifying understanding and solid foundation for further investigation. Upper and lower bounds of these measures are obtained for several typical classes of prior uncertainty sets. A main result of this section is Theorem 1 which presents a case of optimality of periodic signals. The notion of nearly periodic signals is introduced in Section III-D where it is further shown that nearly periodic signals are asymptotically optimal (Theorem 3 and Corollary 1). Persistent identification of slowly time-varying systems is investigated in Section IV. The main results of this section (Theorem 4) reveal a continuity property of the persistent identification measures with respect to the variation rates of the plants.
A. Related Early Work
This paper is related to many early findings on system identification, especially those in the paradigm of deterministic worst-case identification and IBC.
The measures of persistent identification performance employed in this paper are essentially special cases of the shift-invariant identification -width introduced in [44] . The main difference here is that the finite impulse response (FIR) model space is selected from the outset, and prior information is in different forms in this paper. Complexity issues in identification have been pursued by many researchers. The concepts of -net and -dimension in the Kolmogorov sense [14] were first employed by Zames [43] in studies of model complexity and system identification. For certain classes of continuous-and discrete-time systems, the -widths anddimensions in the kernel norm and the norm were obtained in [43] , [40] , and [41] . Complexity issues in system identification were rigorously studied by Tse et al. [36] , [8] . Poolla and Tikku [32] , [34] obtained important results on time complexity of worst-case identification problems in LTI and LTV systems. -widths of many other classes of functions and operators were summarized in [30] and [37] . A general framework of IBC was comprehensively developed in [35] . The problem of worst-case identification is now a very active research area. Milanese is one of the first researchers in recognizing the importance of worst-case identification. He and coworkers [22] , [21] introduced the problem of setmembership identification. He and his coauthors have since produced many interesting results on the subject [23] , [24] . Within the framework of -frequency domain identification introduced in [12] and [13] , many efficient algorithms have been developed. Bai and Raman [2] presented an interpolatory identification algorithm which demonstrates robust convergence properties. A comprehensive exploration of interpolatory identification algorithms was presented in a series of papers by Chen and his coworkers [4] - [6] which offers a promising method of worst-case identification. Gu et al. [9] - [11] introduced several classes of algorithms for identification in . Makila et al. [17] , [19] , [20] investigated many aspects of worst-case identification problems. Operator theoretical versions of identification were elaborated in [27] and [28] . All these algorithms assume frequency-domain data and hence are of main utility in off-line identification problems.
To enhance the feasibility of identification in practical applications, major efforts have been made to develop algorithms using time-domain data. This is especially important for adaptive control applications in which mandatory on-line identification prohibits prolonged identification experiments. Numerous results have been reported, including [46] , [33] , [26] , [15] , and [7] . Furthermore, to relate identification to robust control in a direct manner, the problems of closedloop identification and interaction between identification and control have recently drawn great attention. Bitmead and Gevers addressed these issues vigorously and developed some promising iterative identification and control strategies (see, e.g., [3] and also their workshop notes). Closed-loop identification was discussed in [18] , where worst-case identification was studied with closed-loop performance criteria. The classical least-squares estimation has also been employed in worst-case identification problems [1] , [25] , [29] .
While the problems, approaches, and results of this paper are certainly related to and have benefited from the previously mentioned early results, they differ significantly. Most notably, other than [44] , [32] , and [34] , these early results are mainly limited to the worst-case identification of LTI systems. It is interesting to observe that some conclusions obtained for LTI systems identification problems do not hold for time-varying systems. For instance, impulse inputs are good probing signals in LTI cases but are bad ones in time-varying identification. Conversely, period signals may not be desirable for LTI identification, but optimal in persistent identification problems. Further, the least-squares estimation is not convergent in some worst-case identification problems when observation lengths approach infinity. In contrast, since observation window lengths in persistent identification problems are bounded and fixed, the convergence in the above sense is no longer an issue. In fact, the least-squares estimation is shown to be optimal.
Some results of this paper, together with the double algebra framework [42] , [45] , have been employed in [39] to develop an adaptation algorithm for stabilization of slowly varying systems.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Basic Notation
The real numbers and integers are denoted by and , respectively. The norm of is For or is the normed space of sequences , for which
Note that the range is suppressed from notation since they are always transparent in the context.
For a matrix will denote its transpose and its -induced matrix norm, namely
B. Systems
In this paper, stable systems will consist of LTV causal bounded discrete-time systems on with convolution representations (1) where the kernel of satisfies , and . The norm of is defined by
The subset of time invariant systems in will be denoted by . If , its kernel (impulse response) . For with impulse response , we shall adopt the mathematics notation (rather than the engineering notation of form) of -transforms for in the region of convergence. denotes the truncation operator on : for Naturally, for a subset
In particular, for a given integer is the truncated subspace of Span Observe that inherits the norm from and is isometric to
. As a result, we sometimes do not distinguish from if no confusion may arise in the development.
For a subspace of , the ball of radius (and center zero) in is denoted by
The subscript is often omitted when it is apparent.
III. PERSISTENT IDENTIFICATION OF LTI SYSTEMS
The main objective of this paper is to establish intrinsic identification errors for LTV systems. However, to gain a clarifying understanding of the fundamental issues involved in such identification problems, it is necessary to single out essential properties which persist toward the limiting case when the variation rates of systems approach zero. For this reason, the key concept of persistent identification will be first introduced in this section for LTI systems. The main results established in this section will be extended to LTV systems in the subsequent sections.
Consider a stable LTI system with input-output relationship which is to be identified by using an input probing signal and output observations in an interval of length .
Remarks: While observation disturbances are always present in practical identification experiments, their effects on identification, as pointed out in [44] , are very different from plant uncertainties. For instance, identification errors due to disturbances can be reduced by increasing signal/noise ratios which, however, do not reduce identification errors from plant uncertainties. To capture the essential features of persistent identification for plants subject to unstructured uncertainties, this paper will concentrate on the noise-free case.
For a given FIR model space of order can be decomposed into where is the modeled dynamics, and is the unmodeled dynamics since it cannot be represented in the model space.
For a given probing input , the output of is measured in the window where is the starting time and the length of the observation window.
It is observed that if the starting time is predefined, then one can simply select as the impulse signal occurring at . In this case, the output becomes (2) Apparently, as long as , the modeled dynamics of can be exactly identified, independent of its unmodeled dynamics . The problem becomes much more involved when the starting time cannot be determined a priori, as in the case of identification of time-varying systems. Several important issues arise in this situation: how accurate can one identify and when one probing input must be used for all possible observation windows with a different starting time? What are the optimal probing inputs in this case? These issues can be addressed more rigorously in the following mathematics setting.
A. Problem Formulation
We denote the th order FIR model space by
Span
The unmodeled dynamics will belong to the space and are all equipped with the -kernel norm where for for ; and for . In system identification problems, one starts with certain prior information about a system which is to be identified later via additional information acquired in input-output observations. In this paper, we only assume that prior to identification experiments, the unmodeled dynamics is known to belong to a bounded set . The interested reader is referred to [35] for more detailed discussions on radii and diameters of uncertainty sets.
Remarks: Due to complications involved in obtaining precise prior information in practical applications, prior information employed in mathematics and control literature is usually given by simple upper bounds. The type of prior information assumed here does not impose prior bounds on the modeled part. The type of unmodeled uncertainty sets is sufficiently general to provide reasonable upper bounds on available practical prior information.
Examples-Typical Cases of : 1) Balls of radius :
In this case (4) 2) Systems with exponentially decaying memories:
for some and , and in this case
Or similarly and in this case (6) 3) Systems with general fading memories: For a given positive monotone decreasing weighting sequence and Then
Or similarly and (8)
Proof: The computation for (4) is trivial. Equations (5) and (6) are special cases of (7) and (8) . Hence, we will prove only (7) and (8 Since no prior bounds are imposed on the modeled part of , which will be determined later by observation data, is unbounded. The main purpose of identification is to reduce uncertainty on and via information contained in input-output observation data. Suppose a probing input is applied to the system and output measurements are taken, starting at . In the framework of IBC [35] , the posterior uncertainty set of consists of all systems in which are consistent with the observation data, namely where the dependence of the set on the model order , observation length , starting time , input , and output measurement , is explicitly expressed. While represents the total uncertainty on after the experiment, it can only be modeled by using systems in the model space . Truncating systems in to the first components of their impulse responses leads to the modeled posterior uncertainty set represents the uncertainty on the modeled part of after the experiment.
Posterior uncertainty sets or must be represented by models in . When such representations are optimally selected, we arrive at the optimal identification errors and The following basic properties are either easy to prove or can be derived directly from some standard results in IBC. Hence, the proofs are omitted. The reader is referred to [35] for more information and detail.
Proposition 1: 1) and are bounded if and only if the Toeplitz matrix, shown in (9) at the bottom of the page, is full rank.
2) If
, then and are independent of . 3) In general (9) As a result of the first property, we will consider in the sequel only those probing inputs for which is full rank for all .
Definition: A signal is said to be of rank if its Toeplitz matrices [i.e., in (9) ] are full rank for all and
In particular, if a periodic signal of period is of rank , it will be called full rank -periodic signal. Due to the second and third properties, in this paper we will concentrate on the case and employ and as measures of intrinsic identification errors. The corresponding and are then simplified, after dropping in notation, to When can be fixed and known a priori, the probing input can be selected to minimize the errors or . As shown in (2), for any given and Further, the impulse input occurring at is an optimal probing input.
In time-varying systems or adaptive control applications, however, the starting time of observation windows cannot be fixed or predetermined. As a result, one probing input must be used for identification under all possible starting time . In this case, appropriate measures of intrinsic identification errors become and
Definition:
and are called modeled and total persistent identification errors, respectively, under the prior information and input . An input is said to have persistent probing capability if . Hence, we formulate the following persistent identification problem.
Problem 1 (Persistent Identification):
Find probing signals which minimize the persistent identification errors (10) or (11) The following basic properties of and are easy to verify. 
B. Persistent Identification:
In this subsection, the persistent identification errors introduced in the preceding section will be explicitly derived. We shall first establish the results for the case . The case appears interesting for engineering practice and the proofs are relatively transparent. The general cases are postponed to the next subsection where some new mathematics notation will be introduced and proofs become more involved. The reader may skip the general cases and proceed to Subsection III-D, if reading mathematics becomes burdensome. It should be pointed out, however, that the results in this subsection are in fact special cases of the next subsection.
First, we observe that when , the input-output observations satisfy where (16) Then, the standard least-squares estimate induces an estimate (17) whenever has full rank. Theorem 1: If , then and any full-rank -periodic signal is an optimal probing signal. Furthermore, when is full rank -periodic, the leastsquares estimates are optimal, i.e.,
Proof:
For any full rank -periodic signal , the Toeplitz matrices satisfy and exists. As a result for some for some Therefore, . Since this is independent of , we conclude that (18) and by (15) and (4) (19) To prove the lower bounds, we consider the subset defined by for some (20) Denote Obviously Hence, we only need to show that (21) We will prove (21) by contradiction. Hence, assume (22) This implies that for all (23) Now, by the Toeplitz structure which implies that by (23) by (20) Or equivalently (24) Since is full rank and , (24) implies that as This contradicts the hypothesis . Therefore
Since this inequality holds for all , we conclude that (25) Furthermore, for any Consequently, by (25) which implies that (26) This completes the proof. (27) and the upper bound is achieved by any full-rank -periodic input (28) and the upper bound is achieved by any full-rank -periodic input . Moreover, when and full rank periodic inputs are used, the least-squares estimate constructed in (17) 
C. Persistent Identification: General
satisfies
Proof: See Appendix B. Since the upper bounds in Theorem 2 can be achieved by any full rank periodic inputs and least-squares estimates, the results of Theorem 2 can potentially lead to constructive and practical identification algorithms. On the other hand, the lower bounds provide irreducible identification errors, independent of what inputs or identification algorithms are employed. It is the lower bounds which reveal intrinsic complexity issues involved in the identification problem.
In practical situations, prior information on may contain certain bounds on the modeled part, say, . Obviously, in this case the upper bounds in Theorem 2 still hold. However, the lower bounds may no longer be valid. It can be shown, however, that if , then the lower bound in (27) is still valid.
Proposition 4: The lower bound in (27) remains valid whenever . , which implies
The conclusion follows by letting . Take, for instance,  and  with , then . Since , we conclude by Proposition 4 that
D. Asymptotic Optimality of Uniformly Nearly Periodic Signals
In adaptive control systems, probing signals to the plant must be generated jointly by external inputs and feedback actions and hence cannot be selected arbitrarily. As a result, identification in a closed-loop configuration imposes a much greater challenge than open-loop identification. For the closedloop system in Fig. 1 , we are seeking characterizations of probing signals which can be generated by the external input in the closed-loop setting and at the same time can provide sufficient probing capability for accurate identification experiments.
In this subsection, the concept of uniformly nearly periodic signals is introduced. Such a class of signals defines a neighborhood of periodic signals. It can be shown that this class of signals possesses the desired properties: 1) they are nearly optimal probing signals for identification experiments (Theorem 3), and 2) when is a full rank -periodic signal and both and are slowly time-varying, is uniformly nearly periodic. This property was first discovered in [39] and is of significant utility in adaptive control systems. It was shown in [45] and [42] that if the plant is slowly time-varying and the controller is designed using the adaptation method, will also be slowly varying. These facts were first established in [39] in which worst-case identification and the adaptation are combined to derive an adaptive scheme for stabilization of slowly time-varying plants. Furthermore, by (34) and (33) Also, by (29) , (33), (34) , and (32) Therefore which implies Since this inequality is independent of , we have Finally and (31) follows.
In the special case , we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1: Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, if , then for any satisfying where and . Corollary 1 claims that uniformly nearly -periodic signals are nearly optimal for persistent identification, in the sense that
IV. PERSISTENT IDENTIFICATION OF SLOWLY VARYING SYSTEMS
A. Slowly Varying Systems
The local or frozen-time system of at is defined as the (time-invariant) system with representation
Observe that which is in fact the characterizing property of the defined frozen-time systems. The kernel of will be denoted by , and . Obviously, . For , we define its variation rate by
B. Main Results
In this section, the main results established for LTI systems in Section III will be extended to slowly varying systems. The problem here is to identify the frozen-time systems of a slowly varying system with rate via observations from (35) Initially, prior information on about its dynamics at some target time is that . The identification of the frozen-time system (with kernel ) is to be performed on consecutive observations on in the time interval . Define as in (16 Moreover by (36) . Therefore
Since the right-hand side is independent of , we conclude that
The lower bound follows from Theorem 2. Finally, for the lower bound follows from Theorem 2 and the upper bound from Proposition 2
Remarks: Asymptotically which are the sizes of the modeled and total posterior uncertainties for LTI systems via -periodic probing signals. In the special case , we have , and these limits show that -periodic signals are asymptotically optimal for slowly varying systems. Furthermore, these limits demonstrate that and are indeed benchmark measures of intrinsic identification errors, in the sense that their bounds depend continuously on plant variation rates.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Identification of time-varying systems, especially slowly time-varying systems, is of importance in the development of a comprehensive theory of adaptation. The persistent identification measures employed in this paper capture a main characterization in such identification problems, namely, one input signal must be used for identification of all possible observation windows. This paper establishes several essential features in persistent identification problems which highlight their potential utility in adaptation: 1) they have computable upper and lower bounds for typical classes of prior uncertainty sets; 2) any full rank -periodic signals are optimal, and the simple least-squares estimates are optimal identification algorithms; 3) optimal probing inputs can be approximately generated in a closed-loop configuration when the plant and the controller are slowly time-varying; and 4) -periodic signals are asymptotically optimal for slowly time-varying systems. The main results of this paper have been successfully combined with a certain slow design to derive an adaptive stabilization scheme [39] .
Several important issues of persistent identification problems remain unresolved. Extension of the main results of this paper to unstable time-varying systems requires new mathematics tools and mandates a deeper understanding of the relationships between identification and feedback control. Moreover, observation noises may introduce additional computational difficulties, and efficient algorithms must be studied. Finally, while it is now understood that fast varying systems cannot be appropriately identified via input-output observations, practical systems often fall in the gray area between theoretical extremes of slow and fast varying systems. New mathematics tools and frameworks must be developed for analysis, modeling, identification, and control of such systems. Since the right-hand side is independent of , we conclude that and any full-rank -periodic signal can achieve the upper bound.
To show the lower bound in (27) , assume are such that (40) For any of rank , the modeled posterior uncertainty set at is given by where by the Toeplitz structure, we have By the hypothesis (40) Take, in particular, . We obtain As a result (41) by Lemma 5. Since (41) is valid for all , we conclude that This implies that (42) since the selection of is arbitrary, subject only to
To prove (28), we first observe that if is a full rank -periodic signal, then by (42) which implies that for any It follows that As a result, has a representation where with and with . Therefore
Since this is valid for all , we conclude that
To prove the lower bound, we will first show that (43) Recall that
For any with (44) we have
This implies that where is taken over all satisfying (44 
Inequalities (48) and (45) imply (49) Now by (13) and by (14) and (43) . Therefore
